Symbolic constellations
ritual prescriptions

&

The fascination of all forms of constellation work lies in
its emotional impact on those involved and in drawing
from an unknown knowledge in the constellation space.
Emergence of feelings and temporary letting go of the
mind are usually invigorating - we feel more conscious and alive, regardless of whether we are setting up a topic ourselves, representative, group member or guide.
Almost every room in the constellation is a room of mindfulness and energy or of "knowing fields" that is used to
work on a topic. Such spaces have a ritual character: they offer protection for basic feelings and deep knowledge. Is
it possible that in such rooms individual desires are aroused that clarity and energy abundance are effective in every day life in the long run? Or do they make us addicted to repeated “emotional baths” in seminars and thereby block
practical changes in everyday life?
In our work we have observed how constellation work can also bring about sustainable and concrete, healing
changes. On the one hand, it is beneficial to work with a clear picture of which elements (symbols / structures) the
world is composed of (cosmology). On the other hand, the bridge to everyday life can be created by stimulating practical anchorages such as symbolic actions and rituals, with which those affected can independently bring about
changes in their everyday lives.
The seminar is aimed at psychosocial counselors, organizational consultants, supervisors, constellation guides,
coaches, energy practitioners as well as experienced representatives and psychosocial counselors (LSB) in training.
It can be taken into account as advanced training and group supervision.
The aims of the training are: To show how analogue, shamanic and other indigenous high-quality media are helpful for constellations and how, on the other hand, “homework” can ensure the effectiveness of the constellation re sults in everyday life.
Contents and practical constellation work in the seminar:
- Group constellations based on a cosmology (Sumerian vegetation cycle, Dagara cosmology, medicine wheel, cycle
of basic feelings & hero's journey etc.) and creation of a common energetic space (community ritual)
- Differentiation and use of process symbolism (e.g. hero's journey, Tarot, cycle of basic feelings) and balance sym bolism (e.g. Dagara cosmology) in the constellation work
- Building bridges
between analogue,
shamanic, indigenous
symbol work and
Weste r n c o g n itive
reflection work in the
s e t t i n g o f c o nstellation
- Promotion of intuition and creativity
and of the art of prescribing rituals based
on the cases.

Guidance:
Antonia Lechner (born 1979): counselor, human energy practitioner, dancer (dance and
sound as a medium for healing), mother, survivor of a traumatic childhood and youth with the
help of her own redundant shamanic gifts, shamanic constellation work, inner child work,
guide of retransitions. www.drachenhaus.at
Dr. Helga Weule (born 1948): philosopher, paintress, consultant, grandmother; lecturer for
group dynamics, organizational consulting, psychosocial counseling, for intuition and creativity also in management, hero's journey facilitator; long-term cooperation with the Peruvian
shamans Eduardo Calderon and Agustin Rivas; Diviner and authoress of books and specialist
articles. www.i-cons.info
Dipl.-Ing. Manfred Weule M.A. (Born 1947): ethnologist, counselor, flute player, grandfather; Organizational consultant, supervisor, teacher for psychosocial counseling, guiding
hero's journeys and the art of ritual; long-term cooperation with Malidoma Patrice Somé
(elder and shaman of the Dagara (West Africa) and cultural scholar); Oracle reader (diviner).
Author of books and specialist articles. www.i-cons.info

Date: Wed Oct 6 - Sun Oct 10, 2021. (5 days) Beginning 9:00 a.m.
Location in the Upper Austrian Inn quarter will be published later
Max. 12 participants in order of registration
Price for early bookers: 650 € until Aug. 31, afterwards 750 €
Special price agreement possible on request

Registration until September 15th, 2021 at institut@i-cons.info
www.i-cons.info

